
CIS2390 ANSWERS
Week 16

Answers
1.

a. Number of segments = 22 = 4

b. Maximum size of each segment: 216 pages = 65536 pages = 64 K pages

c. Size of each page: 28 bytes = 256 bytes

d. Maximum number of pages per segment: 216 pages = 65536 pages = 64K pages

e. Maximum size of each page table (per segment): 216 entries * 4 bytes/entry = 218 
bytes = 262144 bytes = 256K bytes.

2.

a. Use view->memory to obtain the memory map. Stack grows from high memory to 
ow memory on PCs (ie. stack pushes decrement ESP). So 0x7FFFC-0x7C000 is 
the address range reserved for the stack (ie. stack can be at most 0x4000 = 16KB 
in size).

b. Yes! Use view->executable modules to obtain the addresses at which DLLs and ex-
ecutables are loaded into memory (complete with their starting addresses!). Viewing 
base addresses for each DLL clearly shows where all DLLs are loaded.

c. This virtual machine is running Windows XP SP2 and so ASLR (address space lay-
out randomization) is not present (it’s only present on Windows >= XP SP3). As a 
result, all DLLs will in general always be loaded at the same address.

d. see c.

3. Winmine is loaded into addresses 0x1000000-0x101FFFF (see view->memory). This 
address range is partitioned as follows:

• 0x1001000-0x0x1004FFF holds executable code

• 0x1005000-0x1005FFF holds data [this is the address range we need to examine - 
simply double click this line in the memory view]

• 0x1006000-0x101FFFF holds resources (eg. images; audio files; etc.)

On an initial load, nothing can be found - basically, winmine hasn’t yet drawn its grid!

Allowing winmine to run (eg. by pressing the play button) and then re-examining the 
data pages shows up an interesting grid-like structure at 0x1005340-0x100548C. Ex-
amining the byte contents here reveals:

• grid data is held in rows and columns whose end points are both marked with 0x10
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• 0x0F marks cells that have no mines

• 0x8F marks cells that contain a mine

Playing the game based on the above interpretation helps to validate these claims.
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